PLATE TECTONICS
The theory that pieces of Earth’s lithosphere (plates) move slowly on top of the asthenosphere.
Evidence



Mapmakers noticed that continents looked like puzzle pieces




Similar fossils at the edge of continents that were separated by oceans
Presence of mountains

History of the Theory
 Alfred Wegener: German scientist who in 1910 proposed the idea that all the continents were joined together in a super-continent called Pangaea.
 He then proposed that the continents drifted apart.





Problem with Wegener’s idea:
o How did continental drift occur?
 What force could move continents?
 How could continents plow through rock?
Sea-floor Spreading
o 1960: American geologist Harry Hess proposed the idea that underwater mountains form from cracks in the crust where magma pushes
upward.




Mapping of ocean floor in mid 1900s showed a mid-ocean ridge in the Atlantic Ocean.
Hess’ idea was supported by magnetic stripes on the ocean floor showing magnetic reversal
• The magnetic poles flip about every 250,000 years
• If continental drift by sea-floor spreading has occurred, then there would be magnetic stripes on the ocean floor (which
there are).






Also, the rock closest to the ridge was younger than the rock further away.

o Subduction: the process of oceanic plates sinking into the mantle as sea-floor spreading occurs.
Sea-floor spreading provided a mechanism for the continental drift that Wegener proposed.
Cause of Sea-floor spreading and continental drift
o Convection currents in the asthenosphere.
 Hot magma rises to the lithosphere, spreads out, and drags the plates with them.
 When the rock cools, it sinks back to the bottom of the mantle.

.

Plate Boundary Types
 Converging plate boundary: ÆÅ
(come together)



Diverging plate boundary: Å Æ
(move apart)



Transform plate boundary: ↑↓
(slide past each other)





Most mountains can be found along plate boundaries.
Most earthquakes “ “ “ “ “ “
Most volcanoes “ “ “ “ “ “

